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Abstract
We consider the problem of computing a relational query q on a large input database of
size n, using a large number p of servers. The computation is performed in rounds, and each
server can receive only O(n/p1−ε) bits of data, where ε ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that controls
replication. We examine how many global communication steps are needed to compute q. We
establish both lower and upper bounds, in two settings. For a single round of communication,
we give lower bounds in the strongest possible model, where arbitrary bits may be exchanged;
we show that any algorithm requires ε ≥ 1− 1/τ∗, where τ∗ is the fractional vertex cover of the
hypergraph of q. We also give an algorithm that matches the lower bound for a specific class of
databases. For multiple rounds of communication, we present lower bounds in a model where
routing decisions for a tuple are tuple-based. We show that for the class of tree-like queries there
exists a tradeoff between the number of rounds and the space exponent ε. The lower bounds
for multiple rounds are the first of their kind. Our results also imply that transitive closure
cannot be computed in O(1) rounds of communication.
1 Introduction
Most of the time spent in big data analysis today is allocated in data processing tasks, such as
identifying relevant data, cleaning, filtering, joining, grouping, transforming, extracting features,
and evaluating results [5, 8]. These tasks form the main bottleneck in big data analysis, and a
major challenge for the database community is improving the performance and usability of data
processing tools. The motivation for this paper comes from the need to understand the complexity
of query processing in big data management.
Query processing is typically performed on a shared-nothing parallel architecture. In this set-
ting, the data is stored on a large number of independent servers interconnected by a fast network.
The servers perform local computations, then exchange data in global data shuffling steps. This
model of computation has been popularized by MapReduce [7] and Hadoop [15], and can be
found in most big data processing systems, like PigLatin [21], Hive [23], Dremmel [19].
Unlike traditional query processing, the complexity is no longer dominated by the number of
disk accesses. Typically, a query is evaluated by a sufficiently large number of servers such that the
entire data can be kept in the main memory of these servers. The new complexity bottleneck is the
communication. Typical network speeds in large clusters are 1Gb/s, which is significantly lower
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than main memory access. In addition, any data reshuffling requires a global synchronization
of all servers, which also comes at significant cost; for example, everyone needs to wait for the
slowest server, and, worse, in the case of a straggler, or a local node failure, everyone must wait
for the full recovery. Thus, the dominating complexity parameters in big data query processing
are the number of communication steps, and the amount of data being exchanged.
MapReduce-related models Several computation models have been proposed in order to under-
stand the power of MapReduce and related massively parallel programming methods [9, 16, 17, 1].
These all identify the number of communication steps/rounds as a main complexity parameter,
but differ in their treatment of the communication.
The first of these models was the MUD (Massive, Unordered, Distributed) model of Feldman
et al. [9]. It takes as input a sequence of elements and applies a binary merge operation repeatedly,
until obtaining a final result, similarly to a User Defined Aggregate in database systems. The paper
compares MUD with streaming algorithms: a streaming algorithm can trivially simulate MUD,
and the converse is also possible if the merge operators are computationally powerful (beyond
PTIME).
Karloff et al. [16] defineMRC, a class of multi-round algorithms based on using the MapRe-
duce primitive as the sole building block, and fixing specific parameters for balanced processing.
The number of processors p is Θ(N1−e), and each can exchange MapReduce outputs expressible
in Θ(N1−e) bits per step, resulting in Θ(N2−2e) total storage among the processors on a problem
of size N. Their focus was algorithmic, showing simulations of other parallel models byMRC, as
well as the power of two round algorithms for specific problems.
Lower bounds for the single round MapReduce model are first discussed by Afrati et al. [1],
who derive an interesting tradeoff between reducer size and replication rate. This is nicely illus-
trated by Ullman’s drug interaction example [25]. There are n (= 6, 500) drugs, each consisting of
about 1MB of data about patients who took that drug, and one has to find all drug interactions,
by applying a user defined function (UDF) to all pairs of drugs. To see the tradeoffs, it helps to
simplify the example, by assuming we are given two sets, each of size n, and we have to apply a
UDF to every pair of items, one from each set, in effect computing their cartesian product. There
are two extreme ways to solve this. One can use n2 reducers, one for each pair of items; while each
reducer has size 2, this approach is impractical because the entire data is replicated n times. At the
other extreme one can use a single reducer that handles the entire data; the replication rate is 1,
but the size of the reducer is 2n, which is also impractical. As a tradeoff, partition each set into g
groups of size n/g, and use one reducer for each of the g2 pairs of groups: the size of a reducer is
2n/g, while the replication rate is g. Thus, there is a tradeoff between the replication rate and the
reducer size, which was also shown to hold for several other classes of problems [1].
Towards lower bound models There are two significant limitations of this prior work: (1) As
powerful and as convenient as the MapReduce framework is, the operations it provides may not
be able to take full advantage of the resource constraints of modern systems. The lower bounds
say nothing about alternative ways of structuring the computation that send and receive the same
amount data per step. (2) Even within the MapReduce framework, the only lower bounds apply to
a single communication round, and say nothing about the limitations of multi-round MapReduce
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algorithms.
While it is convenient that MapReduce hides the number of servers from the programmer,
when considering the most efficient way to use resources to solve problems it is natural to expose
information about those resources to the programmer. In this paper, we take the view that the
number of servers p should be an explicit parameter of the model, which allows us to focus on the
tradeoff between the amount of communication and the number of rounds. For example, going
back to our cartesian product problem, if the number of servers p is known, there is one optimal
way to solve the problem: partition each of the two sets into g =
√
p groups, and let each server
handle one pair of groups.
A model with p as explicit parameter was proposed by Koutris and Suciu [17], who showed
both lower and upper bounds for one round of communication. In this model only tuples are
sent and they must be routed independent of each other. For example, [17] proves that multi-joins
on the same attribute can be computed in one round, while multi-joins on different attributes,
like R(x), S(x, y), T(y) require strictly more than one round. The study was mostly focused on
understanding data skew, the model was limited, and the results do not apply to more than one
round.
In this paper we develop more general models, establish lower bounds that hold even in the
absence of skew, and use a bit model, rather than a tuple model, to represent data.
Our lower bound models and results We define the Massively Parallel Communication (MPC)
model, to analyze the tradeoff between the number of rounds and the amount of communication
required in a massively parallel computing environment. We include the number of servers p as
a parameter, and allow each server to be infinitely powerful, subject only to the data to which it
has access. The model requires that each server receives only O(N/p1−ε) bits of data at any step,
where N is the problem size, and ε ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter of the model. This implies that the
replication factor is O(pε) per round. A particularly natural case is ε = 0, which corresponds to a
replication factor of O(1), or O(N/p) bits per server; ε = 1 is degenerate, since it allows the entire
data to be sent to every server.
We establish both lower and upper bounds for computing a full conjunctive query q, in two
settings. First, we restrict the computation to a single communication round and examine the min-
imum parameter ε for which it is possible to compute q with O(N/p1−ε) bits per processor; we call
this the space exponent. We show that the space exponent for connected queries is always at least
1− 1/τ∗(q), where τ∗(q) is the fractional (vertex) covering number of the hypergraph associated with
q [6], which is the optimal value of the vertex cover linear program (LP) for that hypergraph. This
lower bound applies to the strongest possible model in which servers can encode any information
in their messages, and have access to a common source of randomness. This is stronger than the
lower bounds in [1, 17], which assume that the units being exchanged are tuples.
Our one round lower bound holds even in the special case of matching databases, when all at-
tributes are from the same domain [n] and all input relations are (hypergraph) matchings, in other
words, every relation has exactly n tuples, and every attribute contains every value 1, 2, . . . , n ex-
actly once. Thus, the lower bound holds even in a case in which there is no data skew. We describe
a simple tuple-independent algorithm that is easily implementable in the MapReduce framework,
which, in the special case of matching databases, matches our lower bound for any conjunctive
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query. The algorithm uses the optimal solution for the fractional vertex cover to find an optimal
split of the input data to the servers. For example, the linear query L2 = S1(x, y), S2(y, z) has an
optimal vertex cover 0, 1, 0 (for the variables x, y, z), hence its space exponent is ε = 0, whereas
the cycle query C3 = S1(x, y), S2(y, z), S3(z, x) has optimal vertex cover 1/2, 1/2, 1/2 and space
exponent ε = 1/3. We note that recent work [13, 4, 20] gives upper bounds on the query size in
terms of a fractional edge cover, while our results are in terms of the vertex cover. Thus, our first
result is:
Theorem 1.1. For every connected conjunctive query q, any p-processor randomized MPC algorithm
computing q in one round requires space exponent ε ≥ 1− 1/τ∗(q). This lower bound holds even over
matching databases, for which it is optimal.
Second, we establish lower bounds for multiple communication steps, for a restricted version
of the MPC model, called tuple-based MPC model. The messages sent in the first round are still
unrestricted, but in subsequent rounds the servers can send only tuples, either base tuples in the
input tables, or join tuples corresponding to a subquery; moreover, the destinations of each tuple
may depend only on the tuple content, the message received in the first round, the server, and
the round. We note that any multi-step MapReduce program is tuple-based, because in any map
function the key of the intermediate value depends only on the input tuple to the map function.
Here, we prove that the number of rounds required is, essentially, given by the depth of a query
plan for the query, where each operator is a subquery that can be computed in one round for the
given ε. For example, to compute a length k chain query Lk, if ε = 0, the optimal computation is
a bushy join tree, where each operator is L2 (a two-way join) and the optimal number of rounds
is log2 k. If ε = 1/2, then we can use L4 as operator (a four-way join), and the optimal number of
rounds is log4 k. More generally, we can show nearly matching upper and lower bounds based on
graph-theoretic properties of the query such as the following:
Theorem 1.2. For space exponent ε, the number of rounds required for any tuple-based MPC algorithm
to compute any tree-like conjunctive query q is at least dlogkε(diam(q))e where kε = 2b1/(1− ε)c and
diam(q) is the diameter of q. Moreover, for any connected conjunctive query q, this lower bound is nearly
matched (up to a difference of essentially one round) by a tuple-based MPC algorithm with space exponent
ε.
We further show that our results for conjunctive path queries imply that any tuple-based MPC
algorithm with space exponent ε < 1 requires Ω(log p) rounds to compute the transitive closure
or connected components of sparse undirected graphs. This is an interesting contrast to the results
of [16], which show that connected components (and indeed minimum spanning trees) of undi-
rected graphs can be computed in only two rounds of MapReduce provided that the input graph
is sufficiently dense.
These are the first lower bounds that apply to multiple rounds of MapReduce. Both lower
bounds in Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 are stated in a strong form: we show that any algorithm
on the MPC model retrieves only a 1/pΩ(1) fraction of the answers to the query in expectation,
when the inputs are drawn uniformly at random (the exponent depends on the query and on ε);
Yao’s Lemma [26] immediately implies a lower bound for any randomized algorithm over worst-
case inputs. Notice that the fraction of answers gets worse as the number of servers p increases.
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In other words, the more parallelism we want, the worse an algorithm performs, if the number of
communication rounds is bounded.
Related work in communication complexity The results we show belong to the study of com-
munication complexity, for which there is a very large body of existing research [18]. Communica-
tion complexity considers the number of bits that need to be communicated between cooperating
agents in order to solve computational problems when the agents have unlimited computational
power. Our model is related to the so-called number-in-hand multi-party communication com-
plexity, in which there are multiple agents and no shared information at the start of communica-
tion. This has already been shown to be important to understanding the processing of massive
data: Analysis of number-in-hand (NIH) communication complexity has been the main method
for obtaining lower bounds on the space required for data stream algorithms (e.g. [3]).
However, there is something very different about the results that we prove here. In almost
all prior lower bounds, there is at least one agent that has access to all communication between
agents1. (Typically, this is either via a shared blackboard to which all agents have access or a
referee who receives all communication.) In this case, no problem on N bits whose answer is M
bits long can be shown to require more than N + M bits of communication.
In our MPC model, all communication between servers is private and we restrict the com-
munication per processor per step, rather than the total communication. Indeed, the privacy of
communication is essential to our lower bounds, since we prove lower bounds that apply when
the total communication is much larger than N + M. (Our lower bounds for some problems apply
when the total communication is as large as N1+δ.)
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Massively Parallel Communication
We fix a parameter ε ∈ [0, 1], called the space exponent, and define the MPC(ε) model as follows.
The computation is performed by p servers, called workers, connected by a complete network of
private channels. The input data has size N bits, and is initially distributed evenly among the p
workers. The computation proceeds in rounds, where each round consists of local computation at
the workers interleaved with global communication. The complexity is measured in the number
of communication rounds. The servers have unlimited computational power, but there is one
important restriction: at each round, a worker may receive a total of only O(N/p1−ε) bits of data
from all other workers combined. Our goal is to find lower and upper bounds on the number of
communication rounds.
1Though private-messages models have been defined before, we are aware of only two lines of work where lower
bounds make use of the fact that no single agent has access to all communication: (1) Results of [11, 14] use the assump-
tion that communication is both private and (multi-pass) one-way, but unlike the bounds we prove here, their lower
bounds are smaller than the total input size; (2) Tiwari [24] defined a distributed model of communication complex-
ity in networks in which in input is given to two processors that communicate privately using other helper processors.
However, this model is equivalent to ordinary public two-party communication when the network allows direct private
communication between any two processors, as our model does.
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The space exponent represents the degree of replication during communication; in each round,
the total amount of data exchanged is O(pε) times the size of the input data. When ε = 0, there is
no replication, and we call this the basic MPC model. The case ε = 1 is degenerate because each
server can receive the entire data, and any problem can be solved in a single round. Similarly, for
any fixed ε, if we allow the computation to run for Θ(p1−ε) rounds, the entire data can be sent to
every server and the model is again degenerate.
We denote Mruv the message sent by server u to server v during round r and denote Mrv =
(Mr−1v , (Mr1v, . . . , M
r
pv)) the concatenation of all messages sent to v up to round r. Assuming O(1)
rounds, each message Mrv holds O(N/p1−ε) bits. For our multi-round lower bounds in Section 4,
we will further restrict what the workers can encode in the messages Mruv during rounds r ≥ 2.
2.2 Randomization
The MPC model allows randomization. The random bits are available to all servers, and are
computed independently of the input data. The algorithm may fail to produce its output with a
small probability η > 0, independent of the input. For example, we use randomization for load
balancing, and abort the computation if the amount of data received during a communication
would exceed the O(N/p1−ε) limit, but this will only happen with exponentially small probability.
To prove lower bounds for randomized algorithms, we use Yao’s Lemma [26]. We first prove
bounds for deterministic algorithms, showing that any algorithm fails with probability at least η
over inputs chosen randomly from a distribution µ. This implies, by Yao’s Lemma, that every
randomized algorithm with the same resource bounds will fail on some input (in the support of
µ) with probability at least η over the algorithm’s random choices.
2.3 Conjunctive Queries
In this paper we consider a particular class of problems for the MPC model, namely computing
answers to conjunctive queries over an input database. We fix an input vocabulary S1, . . . , S`,
where each relation Sj has a fixed arity aj; we denote a = ∑`j=1 aj. The input data consists of one
relation instance for each symbol. We denote n the largest number of tuples in any relation Sj;
then, the entire database instance can be encoded using N = O(n log n) bits, because ` = O(1)
and aj = O(1) for j = 1, . . . , `.
We consider full conjunctive queries (CQs) without self-joins, denoted as follows:
q(x1, . . . , xk) = S1(x¯1), . . . , S`(x¯`) (1)
The query is full, meaning that every variable in the body appears the head (for example q(x) =
S(x, y) is not full), and without self-joins, meaning that each relation name Sj appears only once (for
example q(x, y, z) = S(x, y), S(y, z) has a self-join). The hypergraph of a query q is defined by
introducing one node for each variable in the body and one hyperedge for each set of variables
that occur in a single atom. We say that a conjunctive query is connected if the query hypergraph is
connected (for example, q(x, y) = R(x), S(y) is not connected). We use vars(Sj) to denote the set of
variables in the atom Sj, and atoms(xi) to denote the set of atoms where xi occurs; k and ` denote
the number of variables and atoms in q, as in (1). The connected components of q are the maximal
connected subqueries of q. Table 1 illustrates example queries used throughout this paper.
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We consider two query evaluation problems. In JOIN-REPORTING, we require that all tuples in
the relation defined by q be produced. In JOIN-WITNESS, we require the production of at least one
tuple in the relation defined by q, if one exists; JOIN-WITNESS is the verified version of the natural
decision problem JOIN-NONEMPTINESS.
Characteristic of a Query The characteristic of a conjunctive query q as in (1) is defined as χ(q) =
k + ` − ∑j aj − c, where k is the number of variables, ` is the number of atoms, aj is the arity of
atom Sj, and c is the number of connected components of q.
For a query q and a set of atoms M ⊆ atoms(q), define q/M to be the query that results
from contracting the edges in the hypergraph of q. As an example, for the query L5 in Table 1,
L5/{S2, S4} = S1(x0, x1), S3(x1, x3), S5(x3, x5).
Lemma 2.1. The characteristic of a query q satisfies the following properties:
(a) If q1, . . . , qc are the connected components of q, then χ(q) = ∑ci=1 χ(qi).
(b) For any M ⊆ atoms(q), χ(q/M) = χ(q)− χ(M).
(c) χ(q) ≤ 0.
(d) For any M ⊆ atoms(q), χ(q) ≤ χ(q/M).
Proof. Property (a) is immediate from the definition of χ, since the connected components of q are
disjoint with respect to variables and atoms. Since q/M can be produced by contracting according
to each connected component of M in turn, by property (a) and induction it suffices to show that
property (b) holds in the case that M is connected. If a connected M has kM variables, `M atoms,
and total arity aM, then the query after contraction, q/M, will have the same number of connected
components, kM − 1 fewer variables, and the terms for the number of atoms and total arity will
be reduced by `M − aM for a total reduction of kM + `M − aM − 1 = χ(M). Thus, property (b)
follows.
By property (a), it suffices to prove (c) when q is connected. If q is a single atom then χ(q) ≤ 0,
since the number of variables is at most the arity of the atom in q. We reduce to this case by
repeatedly contracting the atoms of q until only one remains and showing that χ(q) ≤ χ(q/Sj):
Let m ≤ aj be the number of distinct variables in atom Sj. Then, χ(q/Sj) = (`− 1) + (k−m+ 1)−
(a− aj)− 1 = χ(q) + (aj −m) ≥ χ(q). Property (d) also follows inductively from χ(q) ≤ χ(q/Sj)
or by the combination of property (b) and property (c) applied to M.
Finally, let us call a query q tree-like if q is connected and χ(q) = 0. For example, the
query Lk is tree-like, and so is any query over a binary vocabulary whose graph is a tree.
Over non-binary vocabularies, any tree-like query is acyclic, but the converse does not hold:
q = S1(x0, x1, x2), S2(x1, x2, x3) is acyclic but not tree-like. An important property of tree-like
queries is that every connected subquery will be also tree-like.
Vertex Cover and Edge Packing A fractional vertex cover of a query q is any feasible solution
of the LP shown on the left of Fig. 1. The vertex cover associates a non-negative number ui to
each variable xi s.t. every atom Sj is “covered”, ∑i:xi∈vars(Sj) vi ≥ 1. The dual LP corresponds to
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a fractional edge packing problem (also known as a fractional matching problem), which associates
non-negative numbers uj to each atom Sj. The two LPs have the same optimal value of the ob-
jective function, known as the fractional covering number [6] of the hypergraph associated with q
and denoted by τ∗(q). Thus, τ∗(q) = min∑i vi = max∑j uj. Additionally, if all inequalities are
satisfied as equalities by a solution to the LP, we say that the solution is tight.
Example 2.2. For a simple example, a fractional vertex cover of the query2 L3 =
S1(x1, x2), S2(x2, x3), S3(x3, x4) is any solution to v1 + v2 ≥ 1, v2 + v3 ≥ 1 and v3 + v4 ≥ 1;
the optimal is achieved by (v1, v2, v3, v4) = (0, 1, 1, 0), which is not tight. An edge packing is a solution to
u1 ≤ 1, u1 + u2 ≤ 1, u2 + u3 ≤ 1 and u3 ≤ 1, and the optimal is achieved by (1, 0, 1), which is tight.
The fractional edge packing should not be confused with the fractional edge cover, which has
been used recently in several papers to prove bounds on query size and the running time of a
sequential algorithm for the query [4, 20]; for the results in this paper we need the fractional
packing. The two notions coincide, however, when they are tight.
2.4 Input Servers
We assume that, at the beginning of the algorithm, each relation Sj is stored on a separate server,
called an input server, which during the first round sends a message M1ju to every worker u. After
the first round, the input servers are no longer used in the computation. All lower bounds in this
paper assume that the relations Sj are given on separate input servers. All upper bounds hold for
either model.
The lower bounds for the model with separate input servers carry over immediately to the
standard MPC model, because any algorithm in the standard model can be simulated in the model
with separate input servers. Indeed, the algorithm must compute the output correctly for any
initial distribution of the input data on the p servers: we simply choose to distribute the input
relations S1, . . . , S` such that the first p/` servers receive S1, the next p/` servers receive S2, etc.,
then simulate the algorithm in the model with separate input servers (see [17, proof of Proposition
3.5] for a detailed discussion). Thus, it suffices to prove our lower bounds assuming that each
input relation is stored on a separate input server. In fact, this model is even more powerful,
because an input server has now access to the entire relation Sj, and can therefore perform some
2We drop the head variables when clear from the context.
Vertex Covering LP Edge Packing LP
∀j ∈ [`] : ∑
i:xi∈vars(Sj)
vi ≥ 1 (2)
∀i ∈ [k] : vi ≥ 0
∀i ∈ [k] : ∑
j:xi∈vars(Sj)
uj ≤ 1 (3)
∀j ∈ [`] : uj ≥ 0
minimize ∑ki=1 vi maximize ∑
`
j=1 uj
Figure 1: The vertex covering LP of the hypergraph of a query q, and its dual edge packing LP.
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Conjunctive Query Expected Minimum Share Value Space
answer size Vertex Cover Exponents τ∗(q) Exponent
Ck(x1, . . . , xk) =
∧k
j=1 Sj(xj, x(j mod k)+1) 1
1
2 , . . . ,
1
2
1
k , . . . ,
1
k k/2 1− 2/k
Tk(z, x1, . . . , xk) =
∧k
j=1 Sj(z, xj) n 1, 0, . . . , 0 1, 0, . . . , 0 1 0
Lk(x0, x1, . . . , xk) =
∧k
j=1 Sj(xj−1, xj) n 0, 1, 0, 1, . . . 0,
1
dk/2e , 0,
1
dk/2e , . . . dk/2e 1− 1/dk/2e
Bk,m(x1, . . . , xk) =
∧
I⊆[k],|I|=m SI(x¯I) nk−(m−1)(
k
m) 1
m , . . . ,
1
m
1
k , . . . ,
1
k k/m 1−m/k
Table 1: Running examples in this paper: Ck = cycle query, Lk = linear query, Tk = star query, and
Bk,m = query with (
k
m) relations, where each relation contains a distinct set of m out of the k head
variables. Assuming the inputs are random permutation, the answer sizes represent exact values
for Lk, Tk, and expected values for Ck, Bk,m.
global computation on Sj, for example compute statistics, find outliers, etc., which are common in
practice.
2.5 Input Distribution
We find it useful to consider input databases of the following form that we call a matching database:
The domain of the input database will be [n], for n > 0. In such a database each relation Sj is an
aj-dimensional matching, where aj is its arity. In other words, Sj has exactly n tuples and each
of its columns contains exactly the values 1, 2, . . . , n; each attribute of Sj is a key. For example,
if Sj is binary, then an instance of Sj is a permutation on [n]; if Sj is ternary then an instance
consists of n node-disjoint triangles. Moreover, the answer to a connected conjunctive query q on
a matching database is a table where each attribute is a key, because we have assumed that q is
full; in particular, the output to q has at most n tuples. In our lower bounds we assume that a
matching database is randomly chosen with uniform probability, for a fixed n.
Matching databases are database instances without skew. By stating our lower bounds on
matching databases we make them even stronger, because they imply that a query cannot be com-
puted even in the absence of skew; of course, the lower bounds also hold for arbitrary instances.
Our upper bounds, however, hold only on matching databases. Data skew is a known problem in
parallel processing, and requires dedicated techniques. Lower and upper bounds accounting for
the presence of skew are discussed in [17].
2.6 Friedgut’s Inequality
Friedgut [10] introduces the following class of inequalities. Each inequality is described by a
hypergraph, which in our paper corresponds to a query, so we will describe the inequality using
query terminology. Fix a query q as in (1), and let n > 0. For every atom Sj(x¯j) of arity aj, we
introduce a set of naj variables wj(aj) ≥ 0, where aj ∈ [n]aj . If a ∈ [n]a, we denote by aj the vector
of size aj that results from projecting on the variables of the relation Sj. Let u = (u1, . . . , u`) be a
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fractional edge cover for q. Then:
∑
a∈[n]k
`
∏
j=1
wj(aj) ≤
`
∏
j=1
 ∑
aj∈[n]aj
wj(aj)1/uj
uj (4)
We illustrate Friedgut’s inequality on C3 and L3:
C3(x, y, z) = S1(x, y), S2(y, z), S3(z, x)
L3(x, y, z, w) = S1(x, y), S2(y, z), S3(z, w) (5)
C3 has cover (1/2, 1/2, 1/2), and L3 has cover (1, 0, 1). Thus, we obtain the following inequalities,
where α, β,γ stand for w1, w2, w3 respectively:
∑
x,y,z∈[n]
αxy · βyz · γzx ≤
√
∑
x,y∈[n]
α2xy ∑
y,z∈[n]
β2yz ∑
z,x∈[n]
γ2zx
∑
x,y,z,w∈[n]
αxy · βyz · γzw ≤ ∑
x,y∈[n]
αxy · max
y,z∈[n]
βyz · ∑
z,w∈[n]
γzw
where we used the fact that limu→0(∑ β
1
u
yz)
u = max βyz.
Friedgut’s inequalities immediately imply a well known result developed in a series of pa-
pers [13, 4, 20] that gives an upper bound on the size of a query answer as a function on the
cardinality of the relations. For example in the case of C3, consider an instance S1, S2, S3, and
set αxy = 1 if (x, y) ∈ S1, otherwise αxy = 0 (and similarly for βyz,γzx). We obtain then |C3| ≤√|S1| · |S2| · |S3|. Note that all these results are expressed in terms of a fractional edge cover. When
we apply Friedgut’s inequality in Section 3.2 to a fractional edge packing, we ensure that the pack-
ing is tight.
3 One Communication Step
Let the space exponent of a query q be the smallest ε ≥ 0 for which q can be computed using one
communication step in the MPC(ε) model. In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1, which gives
both a general lower bound on the space exponent for evaluating connected conjunctive queries
and a precise characterization of the space exponent for evaluating them them over matching
databases. The proof consists of two parts: we show the optimal algorithm in 3.1, and then present
the matching lower bound in 3.2. We will assume w.l.o.g. throughout this section that the queries
do not contain any unary relations. Indeed, by definition, the only unary matching relation is the
set {1, 2, . . . , n}, and hence it is trivially known to all servers, so we can simply remove all unary
relations before evaluating the query.
3.1 An Algorithm for One Round
We describe here an algorithm, which we call HYPERCUBE (HC), that computes a conjunctive
query in one step. It uses ideas that can be traced back to Ganguly [12] for parallel processing of
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Datalog programs, and were also used by Afrati and Ullman [2] to optimize joins in MapReduce,
and by Suri and Vassilvitskii [22] to count triangles.
Let q be a query as in (1). Associate to each variable xi a real value ei ≥ 0, called the share
exponent of xi, such that ∑ki=1 ei = 1. If p is the number of servers, define pi = p
ei : these values are
called shares [2]. We assume that the shares are integers. Thus, p = ∏ki=1 pi, and each server can
be uniquely identified with a point in the k-dimensional hypercube [p1]× · · · × [pk].
The algorithm uses k independently chosen random hash functions hi : [n] → [pi], one for
each variable xi. During the communication step, the algorithm sends every tuple Sj(aj) =
Sj(αi1 , . . . , αiaj ) to all servers y ∈ [p1] × · · · × [pk] such that him(αim) = yim for any 1 ≤ m ≤ aj.
In other words, the tuple Sj(aj) knows the server number along the dimensions i1, . . . , iaj , but
does not know the server number along the other dimensions, and there it needs to be replicated.
After receiving the data, each server outputs all query answers derivable from the received data.
The algorithm finds all answers, because each potential output tuple (α1, . . . , αk) is known by the
server y = (h1(α1), . . . , hk(αk)).
Example 3.1. We illustrate how to compute C3(x1, x2, x3) = S1(x1, x2), S2(x2, x3), S3(x3, x1). Consider
the share exponents e1 = e2 = e3 = 1/3. Each of the p servers is uniquely identified by a triple (y1, y2, y3),
where y1, y2, y3 ∈ [p1/3]. In the first communication round, the input server storing S1 sends each tuple
S1(α1, α2) to all servers with index (h1(α1), h2(α2), y3), for all y3 ∈ [p1/3]: notice that each tuple is
replicated p1/3 times. The input servers holding S2 and S3 proceed similarly with their tuples. After round
1, any three tuples S1(α1, α2), S2(α2, α3), S3(α3, α1) that contribute to the output tuple C3(α1, α2, α3) will
be seen by the server y = (h1(α1), h2(α2), h3(α3)): any server that detects three matching tuples outputs
them.
Proposition 3.2. Fix a fractional vertex cover v = (v1, . . . , vk) for a connected conjunctive query q, and
let τ = ∑i vi. The HC algorithm with share exponents ei = vi/τ computes q on any matching database in
one round in MPC(ε), where ε = 1− 1/τ, with probability of failure η ≤ exp(−O(n/pε)).
This proves the optimality claim of Theorem 1.1: choose a vertex cover with value τ∗(q), the
fractional covering number of q. Proposition 3.2 shows that q can be computed in one round in
MPC(ε), with ε = 1− 1/τ∗.
Proof. Since v forms a fractional vertex cover, for every relation symbol Sj we have∑i:xi∈vars(Sj) ei ≥
1/τ. Therefore, ∑i:xi 6∈vars(Sj) ei ≤ 1− 1/τ. Every tuple Sj(aj) is replicated ∏i:xi 6∈vars(Sj) pi ≤ p1−1/τ
times. Thus, the total number of tuples that are received by all servers is O(n · p1−1/τ). We claim
that these tuples are uniformly distributed among the p servers: this proves the theorem, since
then each server receives O(n/p1/τ) tuples.
To prove the claim, we note that for each tuple t ∈ Sj, the probability over the random choices
of the hash functions h1, . . . , hk that the tuple is sent to server s is precisely ∏i:xi∈vars(Sj) p
−1
i . Thus,
the expected number of tuples from Sj sent to s is n/∏i:xi∈Sj pi ≤ n/p1−ε. Since Sj is an aj-
matching, different tuples are sent by the random hash functions to independent destinations,
since any two tuples differ in every attribute. Using standard Chernoff bounds, we derive that the
probability that the actual number of tuples per server deviates more than a constant factor from
the expected number is η ≤ exp(−O(n/p1−ε)).
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3.2 A Lower Bound for One Round
For a fixed n, consider a probability distribution where the input I is chosen randomly, with uni-
form probability from all matching database instances. Let E[|q(I)|] denote the expected number
of answers to the query q. We prove in this section3:
Theorem 3.3. Let q be a connected conjunctive query, let τ∗ be the fractional covering number of q, and
ε < 1− 1/τ∗. Then, any deterministic MPC(ε) algorithm that runs in one communication round on p
servers reports O(E[|q(I)|]/pτ∗(1−ε)−1) answers in expectation.
In particular, the theorem implies that the space exponent of q is at least 1− 1/τ∗. Before we
prove the theorem, we show how to extend it to randomized algorithms using Yao’s principle. For
this, we show a lemma that we also need later.
Lemma 3.4. The expected number of answers to connected query q is E[|q(I)|] = n1+χ(q), where the
expectation is over a uniformly chosen matching database I.
Proof. For any relation Sj, and any tuple aj ∈ [n]aj , the probability that Sj contains aj is P(aj ∈ Sj) =
n1−aj . Given a tuple a ∈ [n]k of the same arity as the query answer, let aj denote its projection on
the variables in Sj. Then:
E[|q(I)|] = ∑
a∈[n]k
P(
∧`
j=1
(aj ∈ Sj))
= ∑
a∈[n]k
`
∏
j=1
P(aj ∈ Sj)
= ∑
a∈[n]k
`
∏
j=1
n1−aj
= nk+`−a
Since query q is connected, k + `− a = 1+ χ(q) and hence E[|q(I)|] = n1+χ(q).
Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, together with Yao’s lemma, imply the following lower bound for
randomized algorithms.
Corollary 3.5. Let q be any connected conjunctive query. Any one round randomized MPC(ε) algorithm
with p = ω(1) and ε < 1− 1/τ∗(q) fails to compute q with probability η = Ω(nχ(q)) = n−O(1).
Proof. Choose a matching database I input to q uniformly at random. Let A(I) denote the set of
correct answers returned by the algorithm on I: A(I) ⊆ q(I). Observe that the algorithm fails on
I iff |q(I)− A(I)| > 0.
3Recall that we have assumed that q has no unary relations. Otherwise, the theorem fails, as illustrated by the query
q = S1(x), S2(x, y), S3(y), which has τ∗ = 2, yet can be computed with space exponent ε = 0, on arbitrary databases
(not only matching databases). Indeed, notice that both unary relations S1, S3 require n bits to be represented (as bit
vectors), whereas S2 requires Ω(n log n) bits. Hence, if p ≤ log n, S1, S2 can be broadcast to every server.
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Let γ = 1/pτ
∗(q)(1−ε)−1. Since p = ω(1) and ε < 1− 1/τ∗(q), it follows that γ = o(1). By The-
orem 3.3, for any deterministic one round MPC(ε) algorithm we have E[|A(I)|] = O(γ)E[|q(I)|]
and hence, by Lemma 3.4,
E[|q(I)− A(I)|] = (1− o(1))E[|q(I)|] = (1− o(1))n1+χ(q)
However, we also have that
E[|q(I)− A(I)|] ≤ P[|q(I)− A(I)| > 0] ·max
I
|q(I)− A(I)|.
Since |q(I)− A(I)| ≤ |q(I)| ≤ n for all I, we see that the failure probability of the algorithm
for randomly chosen I, P[|q(I)− A(I)| > 0], is at least η = (1− o(1))nχ(q) which is n−O(1) for any
q. Yao’s lemma implies that every one round randomized MPC(ε) algorithm will fail to compute
q with probability at least η on some matching database input.
In the rest of the section we prove Theorem 3.3, which deals with one-round deterministic
algorithms and random matching databases I. Let us fix some server and let m(I) denote the
function specifying the message the server receives on input I. Intuitively, this server can only
report those tuples that it knows are in the input based on the value of m(I). To make this notion
precise, for any fixed value m of m(I), define the set of tuples of a relation R of arity a known by
the server given message m as
Km(R) = {t ∈ [n]a | for all matching databases I, m(I) = m⇒ t ∈ R(I)}
We will particularly apply this definition with R = Sj and R = q. Clearly, an output tuple
a ∈ Km(q) iff for every j, aj ∈ Km(Sj), where aj denotes the projection of a on the variables in the
atom Sj.
We will first prove an upper bound for each |Km(Sj)| in Section 3.2.1. Then in Section 3.2.2
we use this bound, along with Friedgut’s inequality, to establish an upper bound for |Km(q)| and
hence prove Theorem 3.3.
3.2.1 Bounding the Knowledge of Each Relation
Let us fix a server, and an input relation Sj. Observe that, for a randomly chosen matching
database I, Sj is a uniformly chosen aj-dimensional matching. There are precisely (n!)aj−1 dif-
ferent aj-dimensional matchings of arity aj and thus the number of bits N necessary to represent
the relation is (aj − 1) log(n!).
Let m(Sj) be the part of the message m received from the server that corresponds to Sj. The
following lemma provides a bound on the expected knowledge Km(Sj)(Sj) the server may obtain
from Sj:
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that for all (n!)aj−1 matchings Sj of arity aj > 1, the message m(Sj) is at most
f j · (aj − 1) log(n!) bits long. Then E[|Km(Sj)(Sj)|] ≤ f j · n, where the expectation is taken over random
choices of the matching Sj.
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In other words, if the message m(Sj) contains only a fraction f j of the bits needed to encode Sj,
then a server receiving this message knows only a fraction f j of the n tuples in Sj. We will apply
the lemma separately to each input Sj, for j = 1, . . . , ` in the next section, for appropriate choices
of f j.
Proof. Let m be a possible value for m(Sj). Since m fixes precisely |Km(Sj)| tuples of Sj,
log |{Sj | m(Sj) = m}| ≤ (aj − 1)
n−|Km(Sj)|
∑
i=1
log i
≤ (1− |Km(Sj)|/n)(aj − 1)
n
∑
i=1
log i
= (1− |Km(Sj)|/n) log(n!)aj−1. (6)
We can bound the value we want by considering the binary entropy of the distribution Sj. By
applying the chain rule for entropy, we have
H(Sj) = H(m(Sj)) +∑
m
P(m(Sj) = m) · H(Sj|m(Sj) = m)
≤ f j · H(Sj) +∑
m
P(m(Sj) = m) · H(Sj|m(Sj) = m)
≤ f j · H(Sj) +∑
m
P(m(Sj) = m) · (1−
|Km(Sj)|
n
)H(Sj)
= f j · H(Sj) + (1−∑
m
P(m(Sj) = m)
|Km(Sj)|
n
)H(Sj)
= f j · H(Sj) + (1−
E[|Km(Sj)(Sj)|]
n
)H(Sj) (7)
where the first inequality follows from the assumed upper bound on |m(Sj)|, the second inequality
follows by (6), and the last two lines follow by definition. Dividing both sides of (7) by H(Sj) since
H(Sj) is not zero and rearranging we obtain the required statement.
3.2.2 Bounding the Knowledge of the Query
Let c be a constant such that each server receives at most cN/p1−ε bits. Let us also fix some server.
The message m = m(I) received by the server is the concatenation of ` messages, one for each
input relation. Km(Sj) depends only on m(Sj), so we can assume w.l.o.g. that Km(Sj) = Km(Sj)(Sj).
In order to represent the total input I, we need ∑`j=1(aj − 1) log(n!) = (a − `) log(n!) bits.
Hence, the message m(I) will contain at most c(a− `) log(n!)/p1−ε bits. Now, for each relation Sj,
let us define
f j =
maxSj |m(Sj)|
(aj − 1) log(n!) .
Note that this is well-defined, since aj > 1. Thus, f j is the largest fraction of bits of Sj that the
server receives, over all choices of the matching Sj. We now derive an upper bound on the f j’s.
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As we discussed before, each part m(Sj) of the message is constructed independently of the other
relations. Hence, it must be that
`
∑
j=1
max
Sj
|m(Sj)| ≤ c(a− `) log(n!)/p1−ε
By substituting the definition of f j in this equation, we obtain that ∑`j=1 f j(aj− 1) ≤ c(a− `)/p1−ε.
Lemma 3.6 further implies that, for a randomly chosen matching database I, E[|Km(I)(Sj)|] =
E[|Km(Sj)(Sj)|] ≤ f j · n for all j ∈ [`]. We prove:
Lemma 3.7. E[|Km(I)(q)|] ≤ gq,c · E[|q(I)|]/p(1−ε)τ∗ for randomly chosen matching database I, where
gq,c = (c(a− `)/τ∗)τ∗ is a constant that depends only on the constant c and the query q.
This proves Theorem 3.3, since we can apply a union bound to show that the total number of
tuples known by all p servers is bounded by:
p · E[|Km(I)(q)|] ≤ p · gq,c · E[|q(I)|]/p(1−ε)τ
∗
which is the upper bound in Theorem 3.3 since gq,c is a constant when q is fixed.
In the rest of the section we prove Lemma 3.7. We start with some notation. For aj ∈ [n]aj , let
wj(aj) denote the probability that the server knows the tuple aj. In other words wj(aj) = P(aj ∈
Kmj(Sj)(Sj)), where the probability is over the random choices of Sj.
Lemma 3.8. For any relation Sj of arity aj > 1:
(a) ∀aj ∈ [n]aj : wj(aj) ≤ n1−aj , and
(b) ∑aj∈[n]aj wj(aj) ≤ f j · n.
Proof. To show (a), notice that wj(aj) ≤ P(aj ∈ Sj) = n1−aj , while (b) follows from the fact
∑aj∈[n]aj wj(aj) = E[|Kmj(Sj)(Sj)|] ≤ f j · n.
Since the server receives a separate message for each relation Sj, from a distinct input server,
the events a1 ∈ Km1(S1), . . . , a` ∈ Km`(S`) are independent, hence:
E[|Km(I)(q)|] = ∑
a∈[n]k
P(a ∈ Km(I)(q)) = ∑
a∈[n]k
`
∏
j=1
wj(aj)
We now prove Lemma 3.7 using Friedgut’s inequality. Recall that in order to apply the inequality,
we need to find a fractional edge cover. Fix an optimal fractional edge packing u = (u1, . . . , u`) as
in Fig. 1. By duality, we have that ∑j uj = τ∗, where τ∗ is the fractional covering number (which is
the value of the optimal fractional vertex cover, and equal to the value of the optimal fractional edge
packing). Given q, defined as in (1), consider the extended query, which has a new unary atom for
each variable xi:
q′(x1, . . . , xk) = S1(x¯1), . . . , S`(x¯`), T1(x1), . . . , Tk(xk)
For each new symbol Ti, define u′i = 1−∑j:xi∈vars(Sj) uj. Since u is a packing, u′i ≥ 0. Let us define
u′ = (u′1, . . . , u
′
k).
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Lemma 3.9. (a) The assignment (u, u′) is both a tight fractional edge packing and a tight fractional edge
cover for q′. (b) ∑`j=1 ajuj +∑
k
i=1 u
′
i = k
Proof. (a) is straightforward, since for every variable xi we have u′i +∑j:xi∈vars(Sj) uj = 1. Summing
up:
k =
k
∑
i=1
u′i + ∑
j:xi∈vars(Sj)
uj
 = k∑
i=1
u′i +
`
∑
j=1
ajuj
which proves (b).
We will apply Friedgut’s inequality to the extended query q′ to prove Lemma 3.7. Set the
variables w(−) used in Friedgut’s inequality as follows:
wj(aj) =P(aj ∈ Kmj(Sj)(Sj)) for Sj, tuple aj ∈ [n]aj
w′i(α) =1 for Ti, value α ∈ [n]
Recall that, for a tuple a ∈ [n]k we use aj ∈ [n]aj for its projection on the variables in Sj; with
some abuse, we write ai ∈ [n] for the projection on the variable xi. Assume first that uj > 0, for
j = 1, `. Then:
E[|Km(q)|] = ∑
a∈[n]k
`
∏
j=1
wj(aj)
= ∑
a∈[n]k
`
∏
j=1
wj(aj)
k
∏
i=1
w′i(ai)
≤
`
∏
j=1
 ∑
a∈[n]aj
wj(a)1/uj
uj k∏
i=1
(
∑
α∈[n]
w′i(α)
1/u′i
)u′i
=
`
∏
j=1
 ∑
a∈[n]aj
wj(a)1/uj
uj k∏
i=1
nu
′
i
Note that, since w′i(α) = 1 we have w
′
i(α)
1/u′i = 1 even if u′i = 0. Write wj(a)
1/uj = wj(a)1/uj−1wj(a),
and use Lemma 3.8 to obtain:
∑
a∈[n]aj
wj(a)1/uj ≤ (n1−aj)1/uj−1 ∑
a∈[n]aj
wj(a)
≤ n(1−aj)(1/uj−1) f j · n
= f j · n(aj−aj/uj+1/uj)
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Plugging this in the bound, we have shown that:
E[|Km(q)|] ≤
`
∏
j=1
( f j · n(aj−aj/uj+1/uj))uj ·
k
∏
i=1
nu
′
i
=
`
∏
j=1
f
uj
j · n(∑
`
j=1 ajuj−a+`) · n∑ki=1 u′i
=
`
∏
j=1
f
uj
j · n(`−a) · n(∑
`
j=1 ajuj+∑
k
i=1 u
′
i)
=
`
∏
j=1
f
uj
j · n`+k−a =
`
∏
j=1
f
uj
j · n1+χ(q)
=
`
∏
j=1
f
uj
j · E[|q(I)|] (8)
If some uj = 0, then we can derive the same lower bound as follows: We can replace each uj with
uj + δ for any δ > 0 still yielding an edge cover. Then we have ∑j ajuj +∑i u′i = k + aδ, and hence
an extra factor naδ multiplying the term n`+k−a in (8); however, we obtain the same upper bound
since, in the limit as δ approaches 0, this extra factor approaches 1.
Let fq = ∏`j=1 f
uj
j ; the final step is to upper bound the quantity fq using the fact that∑
`
j=1 f j(aj−
1) ≤ c(a− `)/p1−ε. Indeed:
log fq =
`
∑
j=1
uj log f j
=
`
∑
j=1
uj log
f j(aj − 1)
uj
+
`
∑
j=1
uj log
uj
aj − 1
≤ τ∗
`
∑
j=1
uj
τ∗
log
f j(aj − 1)
uj
≤ τ∗ log ∑
`
j=1 f j(aj − 1)
τ∗
≤ τ∗ log c(a− `)
τ∗p1−ε
Here, the first inequality comes from the fact that uj ≤ 1 and aj− 1 ≥ 1 (since the arity is at least 2),
and hence log ujaj−1 ≤ 0, for all j = 1, . . . , `. The second inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality
and concavity of log. Thus, we obtain
fq =
`
∏
j=1
f
uj
j ≤
(
c(a− `)
τ∗
)τ∗
· 1
p(1−ε)τ∗
(9)
Recall that we have defined gq,c = (c(a− `)/τ∗)τ∗ . Thus, combining (8) with (9) concludes the
proof of Lemma 3.7.
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3.3 Extensions
Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 imply that, over matching databases, the space exponent of a
query q is 1− 1/τ∗, where τ∗ is its fractional covering number. Table 1 illustrates the space expo-
nent for various families of conjunctive queries. We now discuss a few extensions and corollaries.
As a corollary of Theorem 3.3 we can characterize the queries with space exponent zero, i.e. those
that can be computed in a single round without any replication.
Corollary 3.10. A query q has covering number τ∗(q) = 1 if and only if there exists a variable shared by
all atoms.
Proof. The “if” direction is straightforward: if xi occurs in all atoms, then vi = 1 and vj = 0 for all
j 6= i is a fractional vertex cover with value 1, proving τ∗ = 1 since τ∗(q) ≥ 1 for any q.
For “only if”, assume τ∗(q) = 1, and consider a fractional vertex cover for which ∑ki=1 vi = 1.
We prove that there exists a variable x that occurs in all atoms. If not, then every variable xj is
missing from at least one atom S: since ∑i:xi∈vars(S) vi ≥ 1, it follows that vj = 0, for all variables
vj, which is a contradiction.
Thus, a query can be computed in one round on MPC(0) if and only if it has a variable occur-
ring in all atoms. The corollary should be contrasted with the results in [17], which proved that
a query is computable in one round iff it is tall-flat. Any connected tall-flat query has a variable
occurring in all atoms, but the converse is not true in general. The algorithm in [17] works for any
input data, including skewed inputs, while here we restrict to matching databases. For example,
S1(x, y), S2(x, y), S3(x, z) can be computed in one round if all inputs are permutations, but it is not
tall-flat, and hence it cannot be computed in one round on general input data.
Theorem 3.3 tells us that a query q can report at most a 1/pτ
∗(q)(1−ε)−1 fraction of answers. We
show that there is an algorithm achieving this for matching databases:
Proposition 3.11. Given a connected query q and ε < 1− 1/τ∗(q), there exists an algorithm that reports
Θ(E[|q(I)|]/pτ∗(q)(1−ε)−1) answers in expectation on any matching database in one round in MPC(ε).
Proof. The algorithm we describe here is similar to the HC algorithm described in Section 3.1. For
each variable xi, define the shares pi = p(1−ε)vi , where v = (v1, . . . , vk) is the optimal fractional
vertex cover. We use random hash functions hi : [n] → [pi] for each i = 1, . . . , k. This creates
p(1−ε)τ∗(q) hashing buckets in the k-dimensional hypercube [n]p1 × · · · × [n]pk . Notice that, since
ε < 1 − 1/τ∗(q), the number of points in the hypercube is strictly greater than p, so it is not
possible to assign each point to one of the p servers. Instead, we will pick p points uniformly at
random and assign each of the p servers to one of the points in the hypercube. Since each potential
output tuple is hashed to a random point of the hypercube, the probability that a potential output
tuple is covered by one of the servers is p/p(1−ε)τ∗(q). Our algorithm will execute exactly as the
HC algorithm, but will communicate only tuples that are hashed to one of the chosen hypercube
points (and thus to one of the servers).
By our previous discussion, the algorithm reports in expectation p1−(1−ε)τ∗(q)E[|q(I)|] tuples.
To conclude the proof, it suffices to show that each of the servers will receive O(n/p1−ε) tuples.
Indeed, using a similar analysis to the HC algorithm, each server receives from a relation Sj in
expectation n/∏i:xi∈vars(Sj) pi tuples. Since v is a fractional cover, we have that ∏i:xi∈vars(Sj) pi =
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(1−ε)∑i:xi∈vars(Sj) vi ≥ p1−ε. Thus, the number of tuples received by each server is in expectation
O(n/p1−ε). Moreover, following the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, the proba-
bility that the number of tuples per server deviates more than a constant factor from the expecta-
tion is exponentially small to n.
Note that the algorithm is forced to run in one round, in an MPC(ε) model strictly weaker than
its space exponent, hence it cannot find all the answers: the proposition says that the algorithm
can find an expected number of answers that matches Theorem 3.3.
So far, our lower bounds were for the JOIN-REPORTING problem. We can extend the lower
bounds to the JOIN-WITNESS problem.
Proposition 3.12. For ε < 1/2, there exists no one-round MPC(ε) algorithm that solves JOIN-WITNESS
for the query q(w, x, y, z) = R(w), S1(w, x), S2(x, y), S3(y, z), T(z).
Proof. Consider the family of inputs where S1, S2, S3 are 2-dimensional matchings, while R, T are
uniformly at random chosen subsets of [n] of size
√
n. It is easy to see that for this input distri-
bution I, E[|q(I)|] = 1, since the probability that each answer of the subquery q′ = S1, S2, S3 is
included in the final output is (1/
√
n) · (1/√n) = 1/n, while q′ has exactly n answers.
Since the size of R, T is
√
n and n p, we can assume w.l.o.g. that both relations are broadcast
to all servers during the first round. Further, we can assume w.l.o.g. as before that S1, S2, S3 are
initially stored in three separate input servers.
Fix some server s; by Theorem 3.3, in expectation the server containsonly O(E[|q′(I)|]/p2(1−ε))
tuples from the subquery q′. Since R, T are known to the server, and E[|q′(I)|] = n, the server
will know in expectation for (1/
√
n) · (1/√n)O(n/p2(1−ε)) = O(1/p2(1−ε)) tuples from q. Conse-
quently, the servers know in total for O(1/p2(1−ε)−1) output tuples in expectation. Since ε < 1/2,
and the input has in expectation one answer, we can argue as in Corollary 3.5 that the probability
that any algorithm will provide the tuple as a witness is polynomially small.
4 Multiple Communication Steps
In this section we consider a restricted version of the MPC(ε) model, called the tuple-based MPC(ε)
model, which can simulate multi-round MapReduce for database queries. We will establish both
upper and lower bounds on the number of rounds needed to compute any connected query q in
this tuple-based MPC(ε) model, proving Theorem 1.2.
4.1 An Algorithm for Multiple Rounds
Given an ε ≥ 0, let Γ1ε denote the class of connected queries q for which τ∗(q) ≤ 1/(1− ε); these
are precisely the queries that can be computed in one round in the MPC(ε) model on matching
databases. We extend this definition inductively to larger numbers of rounds: Given Γrε for some
r ≥ 1, define Γr+1ε to be the set of all connected queries q constructed as follows. Let q1, . . . , qm ∈
Γrε be m queries, and let q0 ∈ Γ1ε be a query over a different vocabulary V1, . . . , Vm, such that
|vars(qj)| = arity(Vj) for all j ∈ [m]. Then, the query q = q0[q1/V1, . . . , qm/Vm], obtained by
substituting each view Vj in q0 with its definition qj, is in Γr+1ε . In other words, Γrε consists of
queries that have a query plan of depth r, where each operator is a query computable in one step.
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The following proposition is straightforward.
Proposition 4.1. Every query in Γrε can be computed by an MPC(ε) algorithm in r rounds on any matching
database.
Example 4.2. Let ε = 1/2. The query Lk in Table 1 for k = 16 has a query plan of depth r = 2. The first
step computes in parallel four queries, v1 = S1, S2, S3, S4, . . . , v4 = S13, S14, S15, S16. Each is isomorphic to
L4, therefore τ∗(q1) = · · · = τ∗(q4) = 2 and each can be computed in one step. The second step computes
the query q0 = V1, V2, V3, V4, which is also isomorphic to L4. We can generalize this approach for any Lk:
for any ε ≥ 0, let kε be the largest integer such that τ∗(Lkε) ≤ 1/(1− ε): kε = 2b1/(1− ε)c. Then, for
any k ≥ kε, Lk can be computed using Lkε as a building block at each round: the plan will have a depth of
dlog k/ log kεe.
We also consider the query SPk =
∧k
i=1 Ri(z, xi), Si(xi, yi). Since τ
∗(SPk) = k, the space exponent
for one round is 1− 1/k. However, SPk has a query plan of depth 2 for MPC(0), by computing the joins
qi = Ri(z, xi), Si(xi, yi) in the first round and in the second round joining all qi on the common variable
z. Thus, if we insist in answering SPk in one round, we need a huge replication O(p1−1/k), but we can
compute it in two rounds with replication O(1).
We next present an upper bound on the number of rounds needed to compute any query. Let
rad(q) = minu maxv d(u, v) denote the radius of a query q, where d(u, v) denotes the distance
between two nodes in the hypergraph. For example, rad(Lk) = dk/2e and rad(Ck) = bk/2c.
Lemma 4.3. Fix ε ≥ 0, let kε = 2b1/(1 − ε)c, and let q be any connected query. Let r(q) =
dlog(rad(q))/ log kεe+ 1 if q is tree-like, and let r(q) = dlog(rad(q) + 1)/ log kεe+ 1 otherwise. Then,
q can be computed in r(q) rounds on any matching database input by repeated application of the HC algo-
rithm in the MPC(ε) model.
Proof. By definition of rad(q), there exists some node v ∈ vars(q), such that the maximum dis-
tance of v to any other node in the hypergraph of q is at most rad(q). If q is tree-like then we
can decompose q into a set of at most |atoms(q)|rad(q) (possibly overlapping) paths P of length
≤ rad(q), each having v as one endpoint. Since it is essentially isomorphic to L`, a path of length
` ≤ rad(q) can be computed in at most dlog(rad(q))/ log kεe rounds using the query plan from
Proposition 4.1 together with repeated use of the one-round HC algorithm for paths of length kε
as shown in Proposition 3.2 for τ = 1/(1− ε). Moreover, all the paths in P can be computed in
parallel, because |P| is a constant depending only on q. Since every path will contain variable v,
we can compute the join of all the paths in one final round without any replication. The only dif-
ference for general connected queries is that q may also contain atoms that join vertices at distance
rad(q) from v that are not on any of the paths of length rad(q) from v: these can be covered using
paths of length rad(q) + 1 from v.
As an application of this proposition, Table 2 shows the number of rounds required by different
types of queries.
4.2 Lower Bounds for Multiple Rounds
Our lower bound results for multiple rounds are restricted in two ways: they apply only to an
MPC model where communication at rounds ≥ 2 is of a restricted form, and they match the
upper bounds only for a restricted class of queries.
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q ε r r = f (ε)
query space exponent rounds for ε = 0 rounds/space tradeoff
Ck 1− 2/k dlog ke ∼ log klog(2/(1−ε))
Lk 1− 1dk/2e dlog ke ∼ log klog(2/(1−ε))
Tk 0 1 NA
SPk 1− 1/k 2 NA
Table 2: The tradeoff between space and communication rounds for several queries.
4.2.1 Tuple-Based MPC
Recall that M1u = (M11u, . . . , M
1
`u), where M
1
ju denotes the message sent during round 1 by the
input server for Sj to the worker u. Let I be the input database instance, and q be the query we
want to compute. A join tuple is any tuple in q′(I), where q′ is any connected subquery of q.
The tuple-based MPC(ε) model imposes the following two restrictions during rounds r ≥ 2, for
every worker u: (a) the message Mruv sent to v is a set of join tuples, and (b) for every join tuple
t, the worker u decides whether to include t in Mruv based only on t, u, v, r and M1ju, for all j s.t. t
contains a base tuple in Sj.
The restricted model still allows unrestricted communication during the first round; the in-
formation M1u received by server u in the first round is available throughout the computation.
However, during the following rounds, server u can only send messages consisting of join tuples,
and, moreover, the destination of these join tuples can depend only on the tuple itself and on M1u.
Since a join tuple is represented using Θ(log n) bits, each server receives O(n/p1−ε) join tuples
at each round. For convenience, when we have fixed the constant c in the bound on the number
bits or tuples received by each processor at each step, we refer to the algorithm as a tuple-based
MPC(ε, c) algorithm.
The restriction of communication to join tuples (except for the first round during which arbi-
trary (e.g., statistical) information can be sent) is natural and the tuple-based MPC model captures
a wide variety of algorithms including those based on MapReduce. Since the servers can perform
arbitrary inferences based on the messages that they receive, even a limitation to messages that are
join tuples starting in the second round, without a restriction on how they are routed, would still
essentially have been equivalent to the fully general MPC model: For example, any server wishing
to send a sequence of bits to another server can encode the bits using a sequence of tuples that the
two exchanged in previous rounds, or (with slight loss in efficiency) using the understanding that
the tuples themselves are not important, but some arbitrary fixed Boolean function of those tu-
ples is the true message being communicated. This explains the need for the condition on routing
tuples that the tuple-based MPC model imposes.
We now describe the lower bound for multiple rounds in the tuple-based MPC model.
4.2.2 A Lower Bound
We give here a general lower bound for connected, conjunctive queries, and show how to apply
it to Lk, to tree-like queries, and to Ck; these results prove Theorem 1.2. We postpone the proof to
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the next subsection.
Definition 4.4. Let q be a connected, conjunctive query. A set M ⊆ atoms(q) is ε-good for q if it satisfies:
1. Every subquery of q that is in Γ1ε contains at most one atom in M. (Γ1ε defined in Sec. 4.2.1)
2. χ(M) = 0, where M = atoms(q)−M. (Hence by Lemma 2.1, χ(q/M) = χ(q). This condition is
equivalent to each connected component of M being tree-like.)
An (ε, r)-planM is a sequence M1, . . . , Mr, with M0 = atoms(q) ⊃ M1 ⊃ · · ·Mr such that (a) for all
j ∈ [r], Mj+1 is ε-good for q/Mj where Mj = atoms(q)−Mj, and (b) q/Mr /∈ Γ1ε .
Theorem 4.5. If q has a (ε, r)-plan then every randomized algorithm running in r + 1 rounds on the
tuple-based MPC(ε) model with p = ω(1) processors fails to compute q with probability Ω(nχ(q)).
We prove the theorem in the next section. Here, we show how to apply it to three cases.
Assume p = ω(1), and recall that kε = 2b1/(1− ε)c (Example 4.2). First, consider Lk.
Lemma 4.6. Any tuple-based MPC(ε) algorithm that computes Lk needs at least dlog k/ log kεe rounds.
Proof. We show inductively how to produce an (ε, r)-plan for Lk with r = dlog k/ log kεe − 1. Re-
call that Γ1ε consists of connected queries for which τ∗(q) ≤ 1/(1− ε): thus, the subqueries of Lk
that are in Γ1ε are precisely queries of the form Sj(xj−1, xj), Sj+1(xj, xj+1), . . . , Sj+k0−1(xj+k0−2, xj+k0−1),
in other words they are isomorphic to Lk0 , where k0 ≤ kε. Therefore, we obtain an ε-good set M
for L` if we include every kε-th atom in L`, starting with the first atom: S1, Skε+1, S2kε+1, . . . Then
Lk/M1 = S1(x0, x1), Skε+1(x1, xkε+1), S2kε+1(xkε+1, x2kε+1), . . . is isomorphic to Ldk/kεe. Similarly, for
j = 2, .., r, choose Mj to consist of every kε-th atom starting at the first atom in Lk/Mj−1. Finally,
Lk/Mj−1 will be isomorphic to a path query of length L` for some ` ≥ kε + 1 and hence is not in
Γ1e. Thus M1, . . . , Mr is the desired (ε, r)-plan and the lower bound follows from Theorem 4.5.
Combined with Example 4.2, it implies that Lk requires precisely dlog k/ log kεe rounds on the
tuple-based MPC(ε).
Second, we give a lower bound for tree-like queries, and for that we use a simple observation:
Proposition 4.7. If q is a tree-like query, and q′ is any connected subquery of q, q′ needs at least as many
rounds as q in the tuple-based MPC(ε) model.
Proof. Given any tuple-based MPC(ε) algorithm A for computing q in r rounds we construct a
tuple-based MPC(ε) algorithm A′ that computes q′ in r rounds. A′ will interpret each instance
over q′ as part of an instance for q by using the relations in q′ and using the identity permutation
(Sj = {(1, 1, . . .), (2, 2, . . .), . . .}) for each relation in q \ q′. Then, A′ runs exactly as A for r rounds;
after the final round, A′ projects out for every tuple all the variables not in q′. The correctness of
A′ follows from the fact that q is tree-like.
Define diam(q), the diameter of a query q, to be the longest distance between any two nodes in
the hypergraph of q. In general, rad(q) ≤ diam(q) ≤ 2 rad(q). For example, rad(Lk) = bk/2c,
diam(Lk) = k and rad(Ck) = diam(Ck) = bk/2c. Lemma 4.6 and Proposition 4.7 imply:
Corollary 4.8. Any tuple-based MPC(ε) algorithm that computes a tree-like query q needs at least
dlogkε(diam(q))e rounds.
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Let us compare the lower bound rlow = dlogkε(diam(q))e and the upper bound rup =dlogkε(rad(q))e+ 1 (Lemma 4.3): diam(q) ≤ 2rad(q) implies rlow ≤ rup, while rad(q) ≤ diam(q)
implies rup ≤ rlow + 1. The gap between the lower bound and the upper bound is at most 1,
proving Theorem 1.2. When ε < 1/2, these bounds are matching, since kε = 2 and 2rad(q)− 1 ≤
diam(q) for tree-like queries. The tradeoff between the space exponent ε and the number of rounds
r for tree-like queries is r · log 21−ε ≈ log(rad(q)).
Third, we study one instance of a non tree-like query:
Lemma 4.9. Any tuple-based MPC(ε) algorithm that computes the query Ck needs at least dlog(k/(mε +
1))/ log kεe+ 1 rounds, where mε = b2/(1− ε)c.
Proof. Observe that any set M of atoms that are (at least) kε apart along any cycle C` is e-good for
C` and C`/M is isomorphic to Cb`/kεc. If k ≥ krε(mε+ 1), we can repeatedly choose such ε-good sets
to construct an (ε, r)-plan M1, . . . , Mr such that the final contracted query Ck/Mr contains a cycle
C`′ with `′ ≥ mε+ 1 (and therefore cannot be computed in 1 round by any MPC(ε) algorithm). The
result now follows from Theorem 4.5.
Here, too, we have a gap of 1 between this lower bound and the upper bound in Lemma 4.3.
Consider C5 and ε = 0; rad(C5) = diam(C5) = 2, kε = mε = 2. The lower bound is blog 5/3c+ 1 =
2 rounds, the upper bound is dlog 3e+ 1 = 3 round. The exact number of rounds for C5 is open.
As a final application, we show how to apply Lemma 4.6 to show that transitive closure re-
quires many rounds. In particular, we consider the problem CONNECTED-COMPONENTS, for
which, given an undirected graph G = (V, E) the requirement is to label the nodes of each con-
nected component with the same label, unique to that component.
Theorem 4.10. For any fixed ε < 1, there is no p-server algorithm in the tuple-based MPC(ε) model that
uses o(log p) rounds and computes CONNECTED-COMPONENTS on an arbitrary input graph.
The basic idea of the proof of this theorem is to construct input graphs for CONNECTED-
COMPONENTS whose components correspond to the output tuples for Lk for k = pδ for some
small constant δ depending on ε and use the round lower bound for solving Lk. In this instance,
the size of the query Lk is not fixed, but depends on the number of processors p. The lower bound
in Theorem 4.5 does not apply in this case but in the next section we will prove a more precise and
general result, Theorem 4.11, from which we can derive both Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.10.
4.2.3 Proofs of Theorems 4.5 and 4.10
Given an (ε, r)-plan M (Definition 4.4) for a query q, define τ∗(M) to be the minimum of
τ∗(q/Mr), and the minimum of τ∗(q′), where q′ ranges over all connected subqueries of q/Mj−1,
j ∈ [r], such that q′ 6∈ Γ1ε . Since every q′ satisfies τ∗(q′)(1 − ε) > 1 (by q′ 6∈ Γ1ε ), and
τ∗(q/Mr)(1− ε) > 1 (by the definition of goodness), we have τ∗(M)(1− ε) > 1. Further, de-
fine the set
S(q) = {q′ | q′ /∈ Γ1ε , q′ is a minimal connected subquery of q}.
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and let
γc(q,M) = gq/Mr ,c(r+1) +
r
∑
j=1
∑
q′∈S(q/Mj−1)
gq′,c(r+1)
where gq′,c′ = (c′(a(q′)− `(q′))/τ∗(q′))τ∗(q′) is the constant defined in Lemma 3.7, a(q′) is the total
arity of q′, and `(q′) is the number of atoms in q′.
Theorem 4.11. If q has an (ε, r)-planM then any deterministic tuple-based MPC(ε, c) algorithm running
in r + 1 rounds reports at most γc(q,M) · E[|q(I)|]/pτ∗(M)(1−ε)−1 correct answers in expectation over
uniformly chosen matching database I.
Observe that for a constant-sized query q and constant r, γc(q,M) is a constant. The argument
in Corollary 3.5 then extends immediately to this case, implying that every randomized tuple-
based MPC(ε) algorithm with p = ω(1) and r + 1 rounds will fail to compute q with probability
Ω(nχ(q)). This proves Theorem 4.5.
The rest of this section gives the proof of this theorem. The intuition is this. Consider a ε-
good set M; then any matching database i consists of two parts, i = (iM, iM), where iM are the
relations for atoms in M, and iM are the other relations. We show that, for a fixed instance iM, the
algorithm A can be used to compute q/M(iM) in r + 1 rounds; however, the first round is almost
useless, because the algorithm can discover only a tiny number of join tuples with two or more
atoms Sj ∈ M, since every subquery q′ of q that has two M-atoms is not in Γ1ε . This shows that
the algorithm computes q/M(iM) in only r rounds, and we repeat the argument until a one-round
algorithm remains.
First, we need some notation. For a connected subquery q′ of q, q′(I) denotes as usual the
answer to q′ on an instance I. Whenever atoms(q′) ⊆ atoms(q′′), then we say that a tuple t′′ ∈
q′′(I) contains a tuple t′ ∈ q′(I), if t′ is equal to the projection of t′′ on the variables of q′; if A ⊆
q′′(I), B ⊆ q′(I), then An B, called the semijoin, denotes the subset of tuples t′′ ∈ A that contain
some tuple t′ ∈ B.
Let A be a deterministic algorithm with r + 1 rounds, k ∈ [r + 1] a round number, u a server,
and q′ a subquery of q. For a matching database input i, define mA,u,k(i) to be the vector of mes-
sages received by server u during the first k rounds of the execution of A on input i. Define
mA,k(i) = (m1, . . . , mp), where mu = mA,u,k(i) for all u ∈ [p], and:
KA,u,km (q
′) = {t′ ∈ [n]vars(q′) | ∀matching databases i, mA,u,k(i) = m⇒ t′ ∈ q′(i)}
KA,km (q
′) =
⋃
u
KA,u,kmu (q
′)
A(i) = KA,r+1mA,r+1(i)(q).
KA,u,kmA,u,k(i)(q
′) and KA,kmA,k(i)(q
′) denote the set of join tuples from q′ known at round k by server u, and
by all servers, respectively, on input i. A(i) is w.l.o.g. the final answer of A on input i. Define
JA,q(i) =
⋃{KA,1mA,1(i)(q′) | q′ connected subquery of q}
JA,qε (i) =
⋃{KA,1mA,1(i)(q′) | q′ /∈ Γ1ε connected subquery of q}
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JA,qε (i) is precisely the set of join tuples known after the first round, but which correspond to
subqueries that are themselves not computable in one round; thus, the number of tuples in JA,qε (i)
will be small. Next, we need two lemmas.
To prove Theorem 4.11, we need two lemmas.
Lemma 4.12. Let q be a query, and M be any ε-good set for q. If A is an algorithm with r + 1 rounds for
q, then for any matching database iM over the atoms of M, there exists an algorithm A
′ with r rounds for
q/M using the same number of processors and the same total number of bits of communication received per
processor such that, for every matching database iM defined over the atoms of M:
|A(iM, iM)| ≤ |q(iM, iM)n JA,qε (iM, iM)|+ |A′(iM)|.
In other words, the algorithm returns no more answers than the (very few) tuples in J, plus
what another algorithm A′ (to be defined) computes for q/M in one fewer round.
Proof. The proof requires two constructions.
1. Contraction. Call q/M the contracted query. While the original query q takes as input the
complete database i = (iM, iM), the input to the contracted query is only iM. We show how to use
the algorithm A for q to derive an algorithm, denoted AM, for q/M.
For each connected component C of M, choose a representative variable zc ∈ vars(C); also
denote SC the result of applying the query C to iM; Sc is a matching, because C is tree-like. Denote
σ¯ = {σx | x ∈ vars(q)}, where, for every variable x ∈ vars(q), σx is the following permutation
on [n]: if x 6∈ vars(M) then σx = the identity; otherwise σx = Πxzc(SC), for the unique connected
component s.t. x ∈ vars(C). We think of σ¯ as permuting the domain of each attribute x ∈ vars(q).
Then σ¯(q(i)) = q(σ¯(i)), and σ¯(iM) = idM the identity matching database (where each relation in
M is {(1, 1, . . .), (2, 2, . . .), . . .}), and therefore:
q/M(iM) =σ¯−1(Πvars(q/M)(q(σ¯(iM), idM)))
(We assume vars(q/M) ⊆ vars(q); for that, when we contract a set of nodes of the hypergraph,
we replace them with one of the nodes in the set.)
The algorithm AM for q/M(iM) is this. First, each input server for Sj ∈ M replaces Sj with
σ¯(Sj) (since iM is fixed, it is known to all servers, hence, so is σ¯); next, run A unchanged, substitut-
ing all relations Sj ∈ M with the identity; finally, apply σ¯−1 to the answers and return them. We
have:
AM(iM) = σ¯−1(Πvars(q/M)(A(σ¯(iM), idM))) (10)
2. Retraction. Next, we transform AM into a new algorithm RAM called the retraction of AM, as
follows:
(a) During round 1 of RAM , each input server for Sj sends (in addition to the messages sent
by AM) every tuple in t ∈ Sj to all servers u that eventually receive t. In other words, the input
server sends t to every u for which there exists k ∈ [r + 1] such that t ∈ KAM ,u,kmAM ,u,k(IM)(Sj). This is
possible because of the restrictions in the tuple-based MPC(ε) model: all destinations of t depend
only on Sj, and hence can be computed by the input server. Note that this does not increase the
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total number of bits received by any processor, though it does shift more of those bits to the first
round. RAM will not send any atomic tuples during rounds k ≥ 2. (b) In round 2, RAM sends no
tuples. (c) In rounds k ≥ 3, RAM sends a tuple t from u to v if server u knows t at round k, and
algorithm AM sends t from u to v at round k.
It follows that, for each round k, and for each subquery q′ of q/M with at least two atoms,
K
RAM ,u,k
m(i) (q
′) ⊆ KAM ,u,km(i) (q′): in other words, RAM knows a subset of the non-atomic tuples known by
AM. Moreover, let J
AM
+ (iM) be the set of non-atomic tuples known by AM after round 1, J
AM
+ (iM) =⋃{KRAM ,u,1m(i) (q′) | q′ has at least two atoms}: these are the tuples that we refused to sent in round 2.
Then:
AM(iM) ⊆ (q/M(iM)n JAM+ ) ∪ RAM(iM) (11)
Since RAM wastes one round, we can compress it to an algorithm A
′ with only r rounds.
To prove the lemma, we convert (11) into a statement about A. (10) already showed that
AM(iM) is related to A(iM, iM). Now we show how J
AM
+ is related to J
A,q
ε (i): J
AM
+ (iM) ⊆
σ−1(Πvars(q/M)(J
A,q
ε (σ¯(i)))) because, by the definition of ε-goodness, if a subquery q′ of q has two
atoms in M, then q′ 6∈ Γ1ε . (11) becomes:
AM(iM) ⊆ (q/M(iM)nΠvars(q/M)(JA,qε (i))) ∪ σ¯−1(A′(iM))
The lemma follows from
q/M(iM)nΠvars(q/M)(J
A,q
ε (i)) ⊆ Πvars(q/M)(q(i)n JA,qε (i))
and |AM(iM)| = |A(iM, iM)|, by (10).
Lemma 4.13. Let q be a conjunctive query, and q′ a subquery; if i is a database instance for q, we write
i′ for its restriction to the relations occurring in q′. Let B be any algorithm for q′ (meaning that, for every
matching database i′, B(i′) ⊆ q′(i′)), and assume that E[|B(I′)|] ≤ γ · E[|q′(I′)|]. Then, E[|q(I) n
B(I′)|] ≤ γE[|q(I)|] where I is a uniformly chosen matching database.
While, in general, q′ may return many more answers than q, the lemma says that, if B returns
only a fraction of q′, then qn B returns only the same fraction of q.
Proof. Let y¯ = (y1, . . . , yk) be the variables occurring in q′. For any a¯ ∈ [n]k, let σy¯=a¯(q(i)) de-
note the subset of tuples t ∈ q(i) whose projection on y¯ equals a¯. By symmetry, the quantity
E[|σy¯=a¯(q(I))|] is independent of a¯, and therefore equals E[|q(I)|]/nk. Notice that σy¯=a¯(B(i′)) is
either ∅ or {a¯}. We have:
E[|q(I)n B(I′)|] = ∑
a¯∈[n]k
E[|σy¯=a¯(q(I))n σy¯=a¯(B(I′))|]
= ∑
a¯∈[n]k
E[|σy¯=a¯(q(I))|] · P(a¯ ∈ B(I′))
= E[|q(I)|] · ∑
a¯∈[n]k
P(a¯ ∈ B(I′))/nk
= E[|q(I)|] · E[|B(I′)|]/nk
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Repeating the same calculations for q′ instead of B,
E[|q(I)n q′(I′)|] =E[|q(I)|]E[|q′(I′)|]/nk
The lemma follows immediately, by using the fact that, by definition, q(i)n q′(i′) = q(i).
Finally, we prove Theorem 4.11.
Proof of Theorem 4.11. Given the (ε, r)-plan atoms(q) = M0 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Mr, define Mˆk = Mk −Mk−1,
for k ≥ 1. We build up iMr by iteratively choosing matching databases iMˆk = Mk − Mk−1 for
k = 1, . . . , r and applying Lemma 4.12 with q replaced by q/Mk−1 and M replaced by Mk to obtain
algorithms Ak = Ak(iMˆ1 ,...,iMˆk )
for q/Mˆ1 · · · Mˆk such that the following inequality holds for every
choice of matching databases given by iMr and iMr = (iMˆ1 , . . . , iMˆr):
|A(iMr , iMr)| = |A(iMr , iMˆ1 , . . . , iMˆr)|
≤ |q(iMr , iMr)n J
A,q
ε (iMr , iMˆ1 , . . . , iMˆr)|
+ |q(iMr , iMr)n J
A1,q/Mˆ1
ε (iMr , iMˆ2 , . . . , iMˆr)|
+ . . .
+ |q(iMr , iMr)n J
Ar−1,q/Mˆ1···Mˆr−1
ε (iMr , iMˆr)|
+ |Ar(iMr)| (12)
We now average (12) over a uniformly chosen matching database I and upper bound each of
the resulting terms: For all k ∈ [r] we have χ(q/Mk) = χ(q) (see Definition 4.4), and hence, by
Lemma 3.4, we have E[|q(I)|] = E[|(q/Mk)(IMk)|]. By definition, we have τ∗(q/Mr) ≥ τ∗(M).
Then, by Theorem 3.3, Lemma 3.7, and the fact that the number of bits/tuples received by each
processor in the first round of algorithm Ar is at most r + 1 times the bound for the original
algorithm A,
E[|Ar(IMr)|] ≤ gq/Mr ,c(r+1)
E[|(q/Mr)(IMr)|]
pτ∗(q/Mr)(1−ε)−1
≤ gq/Mr ,c(r+1)
E[|q(I)|]
pτ∗(M)(1−ε)−1
Note that IMk−1 = (IMr , IMˆk , . . . , IMˆr) and consider the expected number of tuples in J =
JA
k−1,q/Mˆ1···Mˆk−1
ε (IMk−1). The algorithm A
k−1 = Ak−1IMk−1
itself depends on the choice of IMk−1 ; still,
we show that J has a small number of tuples. Every subquery q′ of q/Mˆ1 · · · Mˆk−1 that is not
in Γ1ε (hence contributes to J) has τ∗(q′) ≥ τ∗(M). By Theorem 3.3, Lemma 3.7, for each fix-
ing IMk−1 = iMk−1 , the expected number of tuples produced for subquery q
′ by Bq′ , where Bq′
is the portion of the first round of Ak−1iMk−1
that produces tuples for q′, satisfies E[|Bq′(IMk−1)|] ≤
gq′,c(r+1)E[|q′(IMk−1)|]/pτ
∗(M)(1−ε)−1 since each processor in a round of Ak−1iMk−1
(and hence Bq′) re-
ceives at most r + 1 times the communication bound for a round of A. We now apply Lemma 4.13
to derive
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E[|q(I)n Bq′(IMk−1)|] = E[|(q/Mk−1)(IMk−1)n Bq′(IMk−1)|]
≤ gq′,c(r+1)(E[|(q/Mk−1)(IMk−1)|]/pτ
∗(M)(1−ε)−1
= gq′,c(r+1)(E[|q(I)|]/pτ
∗(M)(1−ε)−1.
Averaging over all choices of IMk−1 = iMk−1 and summing over the number of different queries
q′ in S(q/Mˆ1 · · · Mˆk−1) = S(q/Mk−1), where we recall that S(q/Mk−1) is the set of all minimal
connected subqueries q′ of q/Mk−1 that are not in Γ1ε , we obtain
E[|q(I)nJAk−1,q/Mˆ1···Mˆk−1ε (IMk−1)|] ≤
 ∑
q′∈S(q/Mk−1)
gq′,c(r+1)
 E[|q(I)|]
pτ∗(M)(1−ε)−1
.
Combining the bounds obtained for the r + 1 terms in (12), we conclude that
E[|A(I)|] ≤
gq/Mr ,c(r+1) + r∑
k=1
∑
q′∈S(q/Mk−1)
gq′,c(r+1)
 E[|q(I)|]
pτ∗(M)(1−ε)−1
= γc(q,M) · E[|q(I)|]pτ∗(M)(1−ε)−1
which proves Theorem 4.11.
We now can apply the explicit bounds of Theorem 4.11 to prove Theorem 4.10.
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Since larger ε implies a more powerful algorithm, we assume without loss
of generality that ε = 1− 1/t for some integer constant t ≥ 1. Let δ = 1/(2t). The family of
input graphs and the initial distribution of the edges to servers will look like an input to Lk, where
k = bpδc. In particular, the n vertices of the input graph G will be partitioned into k + 1 sets
P1, . . . , Pk+1, each partition containing n/(k + 1) vertices. The edges of G will form permutations
between adjacent partitions, Pi, Pi+1, for i = 1, . . . , k. Thus, G will contain nk/(k + 1) < n edges.
This construction creates essentially k binary relations, each of size n/(k + 1).
Since k < p, we can assume that the adversary initially places the edges of the graph so that
each server is given edges only from one relation. It is now easy to see that any tuple-based
algorithm in MPC(ε) that solves CONNECTED-COMPONENTS for an arbitrary graph G of the above
family in r rounds implies an (r + 1)-round tuple-based algorithm in MPC(ε) that solves Lk when
each relation has size n/(k + 1) and k = p. Indeed, the new algorithm runs the algorithm for
connected components for the first r rounds, and then executes a join on the labels of each node.
Since each tuple in Lk corresponds exactly to a connected component in G, the join will recover all
the tuples of Lk.
Since the query size is not independent of the number of servers p, we have to carefully com-
pute the constants for our lower bounds. To conclude our proof, consider an MPC(ε, c) algorithm
for Lk. Let r = dlogkε ke − 1. We will use the (ε, r)-plan M for Lk presented in the proof of
Lemma 4.6, apply Theorem 4.11, and compute the factor γcLk,M. First, notice that each query
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Lk/Mj for j = 0, . . . , r is isomorphic to Lk/kjε . Then, the set S(Lk/kjε) consists of at most k/k
j
ε paths
q′ of length kε+ 1. Observe that kε = 2t since ε = 1− 1/t. Also, by the choice of r, Lk/Mr is isomor-
phic to L` where ` ≥ kε + 1 and ` < k2ε . Since Lk′ has total arity 2k′, k′ atoms, and τ∗(Lk′) = dk′/2e,
we derive that gLk′ ,c = (2k
′c/dk′/2e)dk′/2e ≤ (4c)dk′/2e. Thus, we have
γc(Lk,M) = gLk/Mr ,c(r+1) +
r
∑
j=1
∑
q′∈S(Lk/Mj−1)
gq′,c(r+1)
≤ (4c(r + 1))dk2ε/2e +
r
∑
j=1
k
kj−1ε
(4c(r + 1))d(kε+1)/2e
≤ (2k + 1)(4c(r + 1))dk2ε/2e
≤ (2k + 1)(4cdlogkε ke)dk
2
ε/2e.
In particular this implies that γc(Lk,M) is at most c′k · (log2 k)c
′′
for some constants c′ and c′′
depending only on ε and c. Consequently, Theorem 4.11 implies that any tuple-based MPC(ε)
algorithm using at most dlogkε ke − 1 rounds reports at most a
c′k · (log2 k)c
′′
pτ∗(M)(1−ε)−1
≤ c′p(1+δ)−τ∗(M)(1−ε)(δ log2 p)c
′′
fraction of the n/(k + 1) required output tuples for the Lk query. Now by construction, τ∗(M) =
τ∗(Kkε+1) = d(kε+ 1)/2e = t+ 1 since kε = 2t. Now since 1− ε = 1/t and δ = 1/(2t), we see that
the fraction of required tuples reported is at most
c′p(1+1/(2t))−(t+1)/t)(δ log2 p)
c′′ ≤ c′p−1/(2t)(log2 p)c
′′
which is o(1) in p since t ≥ 1, c′, c′′ are constants.
This implies that any algorithm that computes CONNECTED-COMPONENTS on G requires at
least dlogkεbpδce − 2 = Ω(log p) rounds, since kε and δ are constants.
5 Conclusion
We have introduced powerful models for capturing tradeoffs between rounds and amount of com-
munication required for parallel computation of relational queries. For one round on the most
general model we have shown that queries are characterized by τ∗ which determines the space
exponent ε = 1− 1/τ∗ that governs the replication rate as a function of the number of processors.
For multiple rounds we derived a strong lower bound tradeoff between the number of rounds r
and the replication rate of r · log 2/(1− ε) ≈ log(rad(q)) for more restricted tuple-based commu-
nication. For both, we showed matching or nearly matching upper bounds given by simple and
natural algorithms.
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